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ABSTRACT
Autoencoder recommenders have recently shown state-of-the-art
performance in the recommendation task due to their ability to
model non-linear item relationships effectively. However, existing
autoencoder recommenders use fully-connected neural network
layers and do not employ structure learning. This can lead to in-
efficient training, especially when the data is sparse as commonly
found in collaborative filtering. The aforementioned results in lower
generalization ability and reduced performance. In this paper, we
introduce structure learning for autoencoder recommenders by
taking advantage of the inherent item groups present in the col-
laborative filtering domain. Due to the nature of items in general,
we know that certain items are more related to each other than to
other items. Based on this, we propose a method that first learns
groups of related items and then uses this information to deter-
mine the connectivity structure of an auto-encoding neural net-
work. This results in a network that is sparsely connected. This
sparse structure can be viewed as a prior that guides the network
training. Empirically we demonstrate that the proposed structure
learning enables the autoencoder to converge to a local optimum
with a much smaller spectral norm and generalization error bound
than the fully-connected network. The resultant sparse network
considerably outperforms the state-of-the-art methods likeMult-
vae/Mult-dae on multiple benchmarked datasets even when the
same number of parameters and flops are used. It also has a better
cold-start performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative filtering (CF) uses the past behavior of users to rec-
ommend items to users[10, 11, 14, 17]. This past behavior is given
in the form of a user-item matrix, where each row represents a
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Figure 1: Sample clusters from theMovielens20Mdataset are
shown. Items are related to each other. Each item can be re-
lated to more than one group of items. Neural networks are
built based on the overlapping groups of items.
user and each element in the row indicates whether the user has
consumed1 the corresponding item or not.
Recently, autoencoder recommenders [16, 27] have been intro-
duced to learn the user/item representations in a non-linear fash-
ion and have shown to outperform conventional methods [16, 27].
These existing methods use neural networks with fully-connected
(FC) layers where each neuron of the previous layer is connected to
all the neurons of the next layer. An FC network structure is general
purpose and carries a high modeling capacity, therefore it is a good
first choice for application in any domain. However, more often
than not, each domain has a certain structure that can be exploited
to design neural network architectures that are less general but
nevertheless more suitable for that particular domain. For example,
convolution neural networks exploit the spatial invariance property
of images to reduce the network size and increase the performance
compared to the FC network. Similarly, recurrent neural networks
are another example that exploits the sequential nature of the text
data. Surprisingly, existing autoencoder recommenders (or even
other neural network recommenders) use FC networks and have
not explored structure learning in general and the use of domain-
specific information to learn the structure of the neural network in
particular.
The data in the CF domain has an inherent structure, that is, cer-
tain items tend to be more related to each other than to other items.
As an example, consider the groups of items from theMovielens20M
data shown in Figure 1. We can see that groups of thematically sim-
ilar items exist. Moreover, we also note that an item can belong
to multiple groups, for example, the movie Saving Private Ryan is
both an action movie and a drama & war movie, so it is similar to
movies in both groups.
1Consumed may refer to bought, viewed, clicked, liked or rated, etc.
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With this premise, the attempt of the FC layer to use each neu-
ron to model the interactions of all items can lead to modelling
unnecessary/noisy item interactions which can harm the general-
ization ability of the autoencoder. This phenomenon of learning
unnecessary parameters can be more detrimental when the data
is sparse. Motivated by this, we propose to use structure learning
techniques to determine the connections between the layers of the
autoencoder recommender.
Common structure learning techniques like pruning connec-
tions with small weights [5] and using ℓ1-regularization on neuron
activation [9] are a natural choice and can easily be adapted for
recommendation. However, they first start with an overcomplete
FC network and then contract the network by retaining useful
connections. While this approach is promising as it will be better
than asking each neuron to model all item interactions, it does not
take advantage of the prior information available to us regarding
the tendency of items to be related to each other. Also, by staring
with an FC network these approaches rely on the neural network’s
ability to decide during training which connections are unneces-
sary. Instead, a better approach would be to use a disjoint two-stage
method, where we first fix the network structure and remove the
“unnecessary” connections and then train only these connections.
This can be thought of as pointing the auto-encoder in the right di-
rection before beginning the training. Thus, in a disjoint two-stage
method, the first stage acts as prior that incorporates our domain
knowledge about item groups and fixes the structure and the second
stage trains only these connections of the network. This enables
the network to train efficiently and have both a higher validation
accuracy and a higher test accuracy compared to the alternatives.
In this paper, we propose a simple two-stage scheme to incor-
porate this domain knowledge into the autoencoder structure by
presenting a structure learning method that determines the connec-
tivity structure of the autoencoder based on item groups. Given the
fact that some items tend to be related to each other and many items
tend not to be related to each other, we can introduce a neuron for
each group of related items. These neurons model the interactions
between the related items and, unlike the FC networks, do not
model the unnecessary interactions between unrelated items. We
first find overlapping groups of related items from the data and for
each group, we introduce a neuron to model their interactions. The
same structure is inverted and used for the decoder. Then, in the
second step, we train this autoencoder to learn the weights of these
connections.
Building a network structure in such a fashion allows the con-
nectivity to be sparse as each item is only connected to a subset of
neurons of the next layer. As a result, the number of parameters is
reduced and the model has a smaller memory footprint than the
corresponding FC networks. Since our structure is sparse we can
make it wider compared to the FC network in the same memory
footprint. Having a wide structure allows us to use more neurons
to model the interactions of items. As a result, each neuron models
the interaction of a few closely related items. We name the final
structure as a sparse and wide (Sw) network.
We demonstrate the benefit of the Sw structure by using a denois-
ing autoencoder (Dae) [26]. FC and non-wide Daes have been used
successfully in the past for the recommendation task[16, 27], and
have shown state-of-the-art performance[16]. By utilizing the item
group structure of the data to make the network sparse and wide,
the Sw-dae is able to considerably outperform existing methods on
several benchmarked datasets. We also show that for the recommen-
dation task, Sw-dae outperforms other common methods of neural
network structure learning. Also, it exhibits superior performance
compared to the state-of-the-art baseline in the cold-start scenario.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce the idea of structure learning for the recom-
mendation task and show that by incorporating existing
structure learning techniques we can outperform the state-
of-the-art deep learning recommenders.
• We then present a simple two-stage technique of learning
the autoencoder connectivity structure based on item groups.
Which, as we show, is better for the recommendation task
than existing structure learning techniques.
• We demonstrate that this performance gain is due to the
lower spectral norm of the weight matrices and hence a
lower generalization error bound.
• Via empirical evaluation, we show that Sw-dae exhibits the
state-of-the-art performance even when it uses the same
number of parameters/flops as the best baseline. Moreover,
it is also superior in cold-start performance.
2 RELATEDWORK
De-noising Autoencoders. Autoencoders can be seen as a special
case of feed-forward neural networks that attempt to recreate the
input at their output. This is done by learning the hidden encoding
of the input and using this encoding to recreate the input at the
output. De-noising autoencoders [26] are a type of autoencoders
that receive the input data in a noisy form and attempt to recreate
the original clean data at their output.
Autoencoders and Neural Networks for Recommendation. Autoen-
coders have been used in the past for recommendations. Two such
methods that have received attention are Mult-vae [16] and Cdae
[27]. In [27] the authors extend the standard denoising autoen-
coder by using a specific neuron to model each user, whereas in
[16] the authors introduce variational autoencoders (VAE) with
the multinomial likelihood (Mult-vae) and a partially regularized
objective function for recommendation. TheMult-vae represents
the state-of-the-art performance on large scale real-world datasets.
Another popular methods that extends linear factor methods
for recommenders is neural collaborative filtering (Ncf) [6]. Ncf
introduces non-linear interactions between user and item latent
vectors via a neural network. The number of parameters in Ncf
increases linearly with the number of users and items and this can
lead to degraded performance on larger datasets common in CF.
Unlike Sw-dae, all the aforementioned neural network based
methods use fully-connected networks that do not incorporate the
item group structure in their networks.
Structure Learning and Sparsity. Contraction approaches have
been proposed to learn the structure and introduce sparsity in the
neural network structure. They start by a larger than required net-
work and then either prune the connections/neurons or introduce
a penalty that forces the network to be sparsely activated. In [5]
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Figure 2: A toy user-item bipartite graph and its correspond-
ing user-item input matrix X are shown in (a). It contains 4
users and 5 items. The corresponding item-item graph and
its adjacency matrix Y are shown in (b).
a popular method of pruning is presented that prunes all the net-
work connections with weights less than a predefined threshold.
For making the de-noising autoencoder sparsely activated, in [9]
an ℓ1 penalty is introduced on the activation of the hidden layer.
Unlike Sw-dae, both these approaches of introducing learning the
connectivity structure start with a complex model as the input and
do not explicitly model the cluster structure.
Clustering. Clustering has been traditionally used for recommen-
dations [25]. User and item-based CF methods have high computa-
tional and space complexity. Clustering algorithms like K-means
and hierarchical clustering have been applied to CF to improve the
computational efficiency of these methods [1, 2]. But such methods
generally fail to capture global patterns in data and trade accuracy
for scalability [2, 23, 24]. Other CF methods have also relied on clus-
tering to aid in recommendation by clustering users/items based
on the side information commonly found in heterogeneous net-
works [29]. Yet othermethods like [7, 12, 28] have used co-clustering
to get user/item latent factors. However, none of the above meth-
ods have used the item cluster information as a structural prior
for the neural network and all of these methods exhibit inferior
performance compared to the state-of-the-art deep-learning based
methods.
3 LEARNING THE SPARSE STRUCTURE
The proposed method for learning the connectivity structure be-
tween two layers has the following steps: (i) group the input vari-
ables (items) into overlapping clusters, (ii) for each overlapping
group introduce a neuron, (iii) learn the parameters of these neu-
rons. We now describe each part of the structure learning procedure
in detail.
3.1 Getting the Overlapping Item Groups
In this section, we consider the problem of partitioning the input
variables into K overlapping groups. This involves two steps: (1)
getting item embeddings and (2) grouping the items based on these
embeddings.
3.1.1 Getting the Item Embeddings. We would like to obtain item
embeddings that (a) preserve the relationships between items and
(b) discount for the effect of popular items. To achieve this we first
use the user-item feedback matrix to obtain an item-item graph,
then construct a graph laplacian that embodies our requirements,
and finally get a low-dimensional representation of this laplacian
to get our low-dimensional item embeddings.
Let X be the n ×m input matrix with n users andm items. We
can view this matrix as a user-item bipartite graph, as shown in
Figure 2(a), where each edge denotes that a user consumed an
item. Since this is a bipartite graph, the items are related to each
other via users. To get the item embeddings we first transform this
into an item-item graph and then get the embedding of each node.
This new item-item graph G (shown in Figure 2(b)) can be easily
obtained from the input matrix as its adjacency matrix is defined
as Y = XTX.
Each edge in G now denotes the existence of a co-occurrence
relationship between items. In addition, G is a weighted item-item
graph where the weight of the edge denotes the strength of co-
occurrence between items. This weight is equal to the number of
times the two items were co-consumed by the users. From Figure
2(b) we can see that the item-item graph G involves fewer nodes
(items only) and the corresponding adjacency matrix representation
is less sparse than the original bipartite matrix X. These observa-
tions are true in general and are the reason we chose to transform
the input graph to G.
Given the item-item graph G we would like to obtain node em-
beddings that (a) preserve the relationships between nodes in graph
i.e., node embeddings should be influenced more by neighboring
nodes with large edge weights and (b) account for the variation
of node degrees in the graph i.e., a popular item will have a high
co-occurrence with most items and may influence their neighbors
more. Both these requirements can be fulfilled if we consider XTX
as the adjacency matrix of G and form the graph laplacian as:
∆ = D−1/2XTXD−1/2 = D−1/2YD−1/2, (1)
where, D is the diagonal degree matrix and Dii = deg(vi ) = ∑j Yi .
Yi is the i − th row of Y and deg(vi ) is the degree of node i .
The elements of ∆ are given by:
∆i j :=

|xi |
deg(vi ) if i = j and deg(vi ) , 0
xi .xj√
deg(vi ) deg(vj )
if i , j and vi is adjacent to vj
0 otherwise.
(2)
Where, xi denotes the i − th column of X.
To see how this laplacian fulfills our requirements, consider each
row of the laplacian which corresponds to an item:
∆i =
∑
j :(i, j)∈E
xi .xj√
deg(vi ) deg(vj )
, (3)
where, E is the edge set ofG . We see that the relationship between
item i and j is proportional to their co-occurrence but inversely
proportional to their popularity (node degrees). Thus, if we consider
∆i to be an embedding of item i then both our requirements (a) and
(b) are fulfilled.
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However, ∆i is an m-dimensional vector which can be large
and as such we are interested in a low-dimensional embedding.
To get this low-dimensional vector we perform the eigenvalue
decomposition of ∆ and pick the top F eigenvectors. Briefly, the
reason for picking the eigenvectors is that the eigenvectors of ∆
can be seen as a smooth basis of the graph G (i.e., corresponding
to minimum Dirichlet energy) and smoothness in the frequency
domain corresponds to spatial localization in the graph[22, 30].
Thus, each eigenvector can be seen as partitioning G. We refer
the reader to [22, 30] for more details on the relationship between
smoothness and spatial localization.
Having found the Laplacian ∆, our task has now reduced to
finding the eigenvectors of ∆. First, the eigendecomposition of
∆ = VΛVT is performed, where the columns of V are the eigen-
vectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix that contains the corresponding
eigenvalues. Second, the largest F (F ≪ m) eigenvalues retained,
since we want a low dimensional embedding, where F is a user-
provided parameter. Denote this matrix by VF . The rows of VF
represent the item embeddings in this low-dimensional space.
3.1.2 Grouping. After getting the item embeddings we turn our
attention to grouping the items to obtain overlapping groups. We
first start by clustering the items based on their embeddings using
K-means2. This gives us K cluster centroids. Since each item can
belong to more than one item clusters we connect each item to its
R (R < K) nearest centroids. This results in a simple and scalable
approach to obtain the K overlapping clusters.
The complete procedure is given in Algorithm 1. First compute ∆
using Equation 2 and compute the top F left eigenvectors v1, . . . , vF
of ∆ with the largest eigenvalues. Second, stack them column-wise
to form the matrix VF . Third, normalize each row of the matrix VF
so that the sum is 1. Following [20] this is done as a preprocessing
step for clustering. Fourth, regard the rows of VF as points in the
F -dimensional Euclidean space and use the K-means algorithm to
get K cluster centroids. Note that each row of VF corresponds to an
item. In practice an item can belong to multiple clusters, therefore
in step five, we connect each item to R (R < K) nearest centroids.
A partition of the items into K overlapping clusters is therefore
obtained.
Algorithm 1 ItemGrouping(X, K , R, F )
Inputs: X— ann×m user-itemmatrix,K — number of clusters,
R — degree of overlap, F — number of singular vectors.
Outputs: K overlapping item clusters.
1: Compute them ×m Laplacian matrix of G using Equation 2.
2: Find the F largest eigenvectors of ∆ via Lanczos Bidiagonaliza-
tion: {v1 . . . vF } = evd(∆, F ).
3: Stack the eigenvectors column wise to form the matrix VF =
[v1 . . . vF ] ∈ Rm×F .
4: Normalize VF row-wise such that each row sums to one.
5: Run K-means on the rows of VF (i.e. the items) to get K cluster
centroids.
6: Associate each item with R nearest centroids to get K overlap-
ping item clusters.
2Any distance-based clustering can be used, we leave this exploration as future work.
3.1.3 Discussions. We compute the eigenvalue decomposition of
∆ with the Lanczos bidiagonalization algorithm [3]. The Lanczos
algorithm is fast for sparse matrices and its complexity is generally
O(nnzF ) [15], where nnz are the number of non-zero entries of ∆.
Since our laplacian is based on the co-occurrence matrix Y, which
is inherently sparse, getting the top F eigenvectors is quite fast.
This sparsity is the key to its scalability. Also, since each item is
now an F -dimensional vector, the complexity of K-means would be
O(mlKF ), where l is the maximum number of iterations of K-means,
and this is linear in the input size. We present more details on the
scalability of Algorithm 1 in the section 5.7.
Instead of forming the laplacian, we can get the eigenvectors of
the co-occurrence matrix and project the items in the low dimen-
sional space spanned by the eigenvectors. Since we don’t form the
laplacian, we can get the eigenvectors of Y directly from X. This
is because X = U ΣVT , and Y = XTX = V ΣUTU ΣVT = V Σ2VT .
Therefore, by performing the singular value decomposition of X
(using Lanczos bidiagonalization algorithm) we are able to get the
eigenvectors of Y. We can then follow a similar procedure to before,
but now we operate on XT instead of the laplacian, perform its
singular-value decomposition, and project the items in the low di-
mensional space and cluster them. The complete procedure is given
in Algorithm 2. Unlike the laplacian, this method will have the
disadvantage of allowing higher degree nodes to dominate more.
However, since we operate on a more sparse matrix X, getting the
top eigenvectors will be faster.
Algorithm 2 ItemGrouping2(XT , K , R, F )
Inputs: XT — anm × n item by user implicit feedback matrix,
K — number of clusters, R — degree of overlap, F — number
of singular vectors.
Outputs: K overlapping item clusters.
1: Find the F largest left singular vectors and associated singular val-
ues of XT via Lanczos Bidiagonalization: {u1 . . . uF , σ1 . . . σF } =
svd(XT , F ).
2: Stack the singular vectors column wise to form the matrix UF =
[u1 . . . uF ] ∈ Rm×F and form the diagonal matrix ΣF .
3: Project the items in this space by P = UF ΣF .
4: Normalize P row-wise such that each row sums to one.
5: Run K-means on the rows of P (i.e. the items) to get K cluster centroids.
6: Associate each item with R nearest centroids to get K overlapping item
clusters.
We note that Algorithm 1 is similar to spectral clustering3 where
it tries to embed items in a smooth space and Algorithm 2 is like
principal components analysis where the items are projected (line 3)
in the space spanned by the top eigenvectors of the co-occurrence
matrix4. We compare the performance of these methods in section
5.7.
Another alternate procedure to get the overlapping clusters
would be to cluster the columns of X. However, X does not possess
the desirable properties of ∆. Also, due to the inherent sparsity of
X, applying K-means directly on X might lead to unsatisfactory
performance. Finally, if applied directly on X, K-means will have a
3However, it is much faster due to operating on the sparse co-occurrence matrix.
4PCA uses the dense co-variance matrix with expensive eigendecomposition.
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i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9
K=3
R=2
m=9
Figure 3: Illustration of network construction. Suppose the
items can be grouped into three overlapping clusters {i1, i2,
. . . , i7}, {i3, i4, . . . , i9} and {i1, i2, i8, i9}. In the resulting structure,
there is one neuron for each cluster (colored nodes). Each
neuron is connected to the input and output variables for
all the items belonging to its cluster.
complexity ofO(mnKl). Whenm and n are both large this becomes
computationally infeasible.
3.2 Building the Connectivity Structure
To determine the connectivity structure between two neural net-
work layers we use the overlapping clusters of the items. Items in
one cluster are more related to each other compared to items that
are not in the same cluster. This is because each cluster represents
items that are close to each other in the low-dimensional subspace.
Therefore, we introduce a latent node (neuron) to model the inter-
actions between them. This neuron connects to all the items in the
overlapping cluster. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the network
structure.
By forming the structure in such a manner we ensure that (i)
the connectivity is sparse as R < K , (ii) the interactions between
related items are captured, and (iii) the aspect of an item being
related to multiple item groups is also modeled. The intuition of
forming such a connectivity structure is that an item is related to a
few concepts (represented by neurons of the hidden layer) rather
than to all concepts.
3.3 Learning Parameters
Once the connectivity structure is learned we can use it to replace
the FC layers in the denoising autoencoder. The denoising autoen-
coder consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer.
We use our learned structure to replace the FC connections be-
tween the input and the hidden layer, and the same connectivity
structure is inverted to replace the connections between the hidden
and the output layer. This results in a sparse and wide denoising
autoencoder (Sw-dae).
Let x = [xi ], i = 1 . . .m denote the vector of input units, h =
[hj ], j = 1 . . .K denote the vector of the hidden units, b = [bj ]
denote the bias vector of the hidden units, W = [wi j ] denote the
weights of the connectivity structure such thatwi j = 0 if input vari-
able xi is not connected to the hidden variable hj andWT denoting
the transposition of W. The Sw-dae then defines the probability
distribution p(h|x) of the hidden units given the observed variables
and the probability distribution p(x|h) of the observed variables
given the hidden units as follows:
pencoder (h|x) = f (x) = σ (Wx + b),
pdecoder (x|h) = д(h) = σ (W′h + b′),
(4)
Table 1: Statistics of the datasets.
ML20M Netflix MSD
# of users 136,677 463,435 571,355
# of items 20,108 17,769 41,140
# of interactions 10.0M 56.9M 33.6M
% of interactions 0.36% 0.69% 0.14%
# of val./test users 10,000 40,000 50,000
where, σ represents the sigmoid function and W′ represents the
decoder weight matrix which has the same connectivity structure
asWT .
To learn the Sw-dae parameters i.e., the weights of the connec-
tions and biases of the neurons, we use the stochastic gradient
descent with the denoising criterion [26]. Let C(x˜|x) be a random
corruption process, which is a conditional distribution of the noisy
sample x˜ given the original data sample x. Given the noisy sample
x˜ from C(x˜|x) as the input, the job of the Sw-dae is to learn the
function to reconstruct the original data sample x i.e., learn the
reconstruction distribution p(x|x˜) = pdecoder (x|h = f (x˜)). This
can be achieved by performing stochastic gradient descent on the
negative log-likelihood − logpdecoder (x|h = f (x˜)). This is equiv-
alent to performing stochastic gradient descent to minimize the
following expected loss [4]:
J = −Ex∼pˆdata (x)Ex˜∼C(x˜ |x) logpdecoder (x|h = f (x˜)), (5)
where pˆdata is the empirical probability distribution of the data.
3.4 Going Deeper
The proposed method learns a single hidden layer autoencoder. In
our experiments, this architecture gave the best results. However,
for completeness, we also present how our structure learning tech-
nique can be used to go deeper. We propose a greedy layer-wise
fashion to build a stacked Sw-dae structure and to get its pretrained
weights. This is achieved by repeating the procedures of cluster-
ing the observed variables, building the connectivity structure and
learning parameters until the desired depth is reached.
The first step is to turn the hidden variables (neurons) to observed
variables. This can be done by doing a forward pass for each data
point x, getting its hidden encoding and treating this as the new
input vector. This results in the new data of dimension n×K , where
now we have K observed variables. Then, in the second step, we
perform the input variable clustering of Algorithm 1, followed by
building the structure (section 3.2) and learning the parameters
(section 3.3 ). This results in a new Sw-dae, which in the third step
is stacked with the previous Sw-dae. We can repeat these three
steps until the desired depth is reached.
The Sw-daes can be stacked by connecting the output of the
encoder/decoder of each Sw-dae to the input of the successive
Sw-dae’s encoder/decoder and copying the respective parameters.
These copied parameters serve as pretrained weights. Formally, con-
sider a stacked Sw-dae with d hidden layers in its encoder/decoder,
then the encoding f (x˜) of the stacked Sw-dae is obtained by the
successive encoding of each encoding layer l = 1 . . .d as follows:
zl = Wl−1al−1 + bl−1,
al = σ (zl ),
(6)
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whereWl , al and bl denote the weight, activation and bias of the l-
th layer respectively and a0 = x˜. The decoding д(h) is also obtained
by the successive decoding of the decoding layers but in the reverse
order as follows:
zd+l+1 = Wd−l ′ad+l + bd+l ,
ad+l = σ (zd+l ).
(7)
We note that ad = f (x˜) = h and a2d = д(h) = pdecoder (x|h =
f (x˜). Then the stacked Sw-dae can be trained using the objective
of Equation 5 to fine tune the parameters.
4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
We perform an empirical evaluation of Sw-dae for the recommen-
dation task. To perform the recommendation for a user, we input the
user’s binary consumption history (corresponding row of matrix
X) to the trained Sw-dae. Then we perform forward pass through
the Sw-dae to get the output at the decoder before the softmax.
The values in the output vector are treated as the score. We then
rank the unconsumed items based on this score.
4.1 Datasets
For a direct performance comparison, we use the same datasets,
data splits (using the same random seed) and pre-processing steps as
[16] during our evaluation. Details of the three datasets are below:
• Movielens20M (ML20M): is a dataset of users rating movies.
The ratings were binarized and a rating value greater or
equal to four was interpreted as a positive signal. Users who
rated less than five movies were filtered out.
• Netflix: is also a movie rating dataset from the Netflix prize5.
The ratings were binarized and the users with less than five
movie ratings were removed and a rating values greater or
equal to four was taken as positive.
• Million Song Dataset (MSD) [18]: is a dataset that contains
the playing counts of users for songs. The counts were bina-
rized and a user listening to a song was taken as a positive
signal. Users who listened to less than twenty songs or songs
that were listened to by less than two hundred users were
removed.
We use the strong generalization experimental setup [16, 17] in
our experiments. The datasets were split into training, validation
and test users resulting in three subsets. The details of the splits are
shown in Table 1. The models were trained on the training users.
A randomly chosen 80% subset of the click history of the valida-
tion/test users was used to learn their necessary representations
and the remaining 20% of the click history was used for evaluation.
4.2 Metrics
To get the ranked list of the unconsumed items of the valida-
tion/test users from Sw-dae, we ranked the items based on the
un-normalized probability score at the decoder. We then used two
top R ranking based metrics, namely, Recall@R and the normalized
discounted cumulative gain NDCG@R for evaluation. Formally,
5http://www.netflixprize.com/
Table 2: The number of flops and parameters in millions.
Even with the same number of parameters/flops Sw-dae-p
provides considerable improvement in performance.
ML20M Parameters (M) Flops (M) NDCG@100 % Improvement
Sw-dae 60.324 120.645 0.442 3.76
Sw-dae-p 24.129 48.258 0.437 2.58
Mult-vae 24.193 48.738 0.426 -
Netflix
Sw-dae 46.199 92.3962 0.404 4.66
Sw-dae-p 21.322 42.644 0.398 3.11
Mult-vae 21.386 43.124 0.386 -
MSD
Sw-dae 74.052 148.102 0.372 17.72
Sw-dae-p 49.368 98.734 0.367 16.77
Mult-vae 49.432 99.214 0.316 -
Recall@R for a user u is defined as:
Recall@R(u, ρ) :=
∑R
r=1 I[ρ(r ) ∈ Iu ]
min(R, |Iu |) ,
where ρ is the ranked list, ρ(r ) is the item at position r in the list,
I is the indicator function, and Iu is the set of items consumed by
user u. The term is the denominator ensures that Recall@R has a
maximum value of 1 which corresponds to raking all relevant items
of the user in the top R list.
TheNDCG@R is theDCG@R divided by the best possible DCG@R.
The best DCG@R corresponds to ranking all the relevant items of
the user at the head of the top R list. Formally, DCG@R is defined
as:
DCG@R(u, ρ) :=
R∑
r=1
I[ρ(r ) ∈ Iu ]
log(r + 1) .
We note that unlike Recall@R which gives equal importance to
relevant items in the ranked list, NDCG@R gives more importance
to correctly ranked items at the head of the list than those lower
down the list.
4.3 Experimental Setup
The hyperparameters and architecture were chosen based on the
NDCG@100 performance on the validation set. The architecture
of Sw-dae was symmetric for both the encoder and decoder. We
used the sigmoid activation function as the non-linear activation
function. For the corruption process, we applied a random dropout
with a probability of 0.6 at the input. During training, we also
applied a dropout with a probability of 0.2 at the hidden layer. We
used a batch size of 500 and trained using the Adam optimizer [13]
with a learning rate of 0.001 for 100 epochs. K was searched in
multiples of 1000 up to the maximum value determined by the GPU
memory for each dataset. For all our experiments, we set F at 50 and
set R to keep the network at 10% sparsity (i.e., R = 0.1K ) compared
to the fully connected network.
4.4 Baselines
The following non-linear and linear state-of-the-art collaborative
filtering methods were used as baselines in our experiments:
Mult-vae [16]: is a non-linear recommender that uses a VAE
with a partially regularized objective function and uses a multino-
mial loss function. The hyperparameters including the regulariza-
tion parameter β were set using the strategy of the original paper
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[16] that gave its best NDCG@100 performance. The Adam opti-
mizer was used with a batch size of 500. Mult-dae also uses the
multinomial likelihood but uses a DAE instead of a VAE.
Wmf [8]: is a linear low-rank matrix factorization model. The
weight of each consumption eventwas searched over the set {2, 5, 10,
30, 50, 100} and the size of latent dimension K was searched over
{100, 200} based on the NDCG@100 performance on validation.
Slim [21]: is also a linear item based recommender which solves
an ℓ1-regularized constrained optimization problem to learn a sparse
item-item similarity matrix. The regularization parameters were
searched over {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5} based on the NDCG@100 performance
on validation users.
Cdae [27]: enhances an autoencoder by adding a latent factor for
each user. Unlike the DAE, this results in the number of parameters
growing linearly with the number of users and items and makes
it prone to overfitting. The settings of [16] were used to train the
model. The weighted square loss and Adam with a batch size of 500
was used for optimization.
We do not report results on Ncf since its performance was not
competitive on the larger datasets used in this paper. This is consis-
tent with the findings of [16].
5 RESULTS
In this section, we provide the quantitative results for our pro-
posed approach compared with the baselines. We will look at the
performance in order to answer the following:
• How do autoencoders with learned structure compare with
baselines in terms of recommendation accuracy?
• Is the Sw-dae gain due to more parameters or more neurons?
• Does the item group structure in the autoencoder help?
• How does the proposed structure learning approach compare
with other structure learning techniques?
5.1 Learned Structures Compared to Baselines
In Table 3 we show the performance in terms of NDCG@100,
Recall@20 and Recall@50. For each dataset, the structure learning
methods are above the solid line and the baselines are below it.
Fc-prune and Fc-Reg represent the use of pruning [5] and regular-
ization [9] to learn the connectivity structure of the autoencoder
respectively. We see that the standard structure learning methods
outperform the baselines except for Recall@50 onML20M.However,
we see that the Sw-dae outperforms both the linear and non-linear
baselines on all the datasets by a considerable margin. The largest
performance improvement is observed on the sparsest MSD dataset.
We conjecture that the addition of the cluster structure assists the
network training when there are lower number of observations.
5.2 Sw-dae with the Same Number of
Parameters
The results of the baseline neural network methods reported in Ta-
ble 3 are based on the architecture with one or two hidden layers of
600 or 200 neurons since they gave the best validation NDCG@100
performance [16]. These architectures are FC and not as wide as
Sw-dae, therefore, we also report the results of our method when
the same number of parameters as the best baseline i.e., Mult-
vae are used. We label this variant as Sw-dae-p and we can see
Table 3: Comparison between Sw-daewith various baselines
on the test set. Sw-dae outperforms the baselines consider-
ably on all datasets. Slim did not finish within a reasonable
amount of time on MSD.
(a) ML-20M
Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@100
Sw-dae 0.410 0.549 0.442
Sw-dae-p 0.406 0.542 0.437
Fc-Prune-50 0.399 0.534 0.431
Fc-reg 0.399 0.535 0.431
Mult-vae 0.395 0.537 0.426
Mult-dae 0.387 0.524 0.419
Wmf 0.360 0.498 0.386
Slim 0.370 0.495 0.401
Cdae 0.391 0.523 0.418
(b) Netflix
Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@100
Sw-dae 0.370 0.458 0.404
Sw-dae-p 0.364 0.453 0.398
Fc-Prune-50 0.355 0.445 0.390
Fc-reg 0.355 0.444 0.389
Mult-vae 0.351 0.444 0.386
Mult-dae 0.344 0.438 0.380
Wmf 0.316 0.404 0.351
Slim 0.347 0.428 0.379
Cdae 0.343 0.428 0.376
(c) MSD
Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@100
Sw-dae 0.317 0.416 0.372
Sw-dae-p 0.313 0.413 0.369
Fc-Prune-50 0.304 0.397 0.356
Fc-reg 0.300 0.393 0.352
Mult-vae 0.266 0.364 0.316
Mult-dae 0.266 0.363 0.313
Wmf 0.211 0.312 0.257
Slim — — —
Cdae 0.188 0.283 0.237
that even with the same number of parameters Sw-dae-p outper-
forms the baselines. In Table 2 we show the comparison in terms
of flops and parameters along with the percentage improvement
in NDCG@100 of Sw-dae/Sw-dae-p overMult-vae. We see that
Sw-dae is wider and has more parameters6 and flops but gives
the best performance. However, Sw-dae-p with the same number
of parameters and flops as Mult-vae is still able to considerably
outperform it on all datasets.
5.3 Is the Gain Due to More Neurons?
We can also make the baseline structures wide and examine their
performance in relation to Sw-dae. Figure 5 shows this comparison
for the two best baselinesMult-dae/vae on the ML20M and MSD
datasets. In addition, we also make a comparison with a Fc-dae that
uses the same dropout, activation and loss functions as Sw-dae. All
the methods used the same structure of one hidden layer and the
width of the models was increased until the GPU memory capacity
was reached.
6These parameters are just 10% of the parameters of the original FC network.
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Figure 4: (a) The spectral norm of Sw-dae and Fc-dae, (b)
the generalization error upper bound and (c) the training
loss and validation NDCG for the ML20M dataset. Sw-dae
has a lower spectral norm and hence a lower generalization
error bound. This manifests as a higher validation NDCG
even when the training loss is more than Fc-dae .
Figure 5: The performance of Sw-dae improves with the
width (K) of the hidden layer, unlike the baselines, due to
better modeling of the item relationships. The performance
gain of Sw-dae is due to incorporating the item group infor-
mation in its structure.
From Figure 5we can see that, unlike the baselines, theNDCG@100
and Recall@20 performance of Sw-dae increases with the number
of neurons and finally plateaus. Increasing the number of neurons
allows better and more fine-grained modeling of item interactions
as each neuron models the interactions of a smaller group of related
items.
We see that forMult-dae/vae and Fc-dae increasing the number
of neurons does not help in performance. In fact the performance
of narrower Mult-dae/vae shown in Table 3 was better than their
wider counterparts shown in Figure 5.
5.4 Does the Item Group Structure Help?
This brings us to the utility of the sparse and wide cluster structure.
To isolate the performance gain due to the cluster structure, we can
compare the results of Sw-dae and Fc-dae in Figure 5. Since the
corresponding Fc-dae uses the same number of neurons, activa-
tion function, and parameter and learning settings as Sw-dae, this
improved performance can be attributed to better modeling of item
relations as a result of the introduction of the item group structure.
5.5 Stable Rank and Spectral Norm
The item group structure removes unnecessary item interaction
in the first phase by fixing the structure, and in the second phase
Sw-dae only learns useful parameters from the sparse data. Intu-
itively this can be the rationale for the improved generalization. To
understand the generalization ability of Sw-dae more formally, we
investigate the spectral norm and stable rank of the weight matrix
(either encoder or decoder) of the auto-encoder.
The stable rank srank(W) of amatrixW is defined as srank(W) :=
| |W| |2F /| |W| |22 . It is the ratio of its squared Frobenius norm and
squared spectral norm. Clearly, for any matrix W, we have 1 ≤
srank(W) ≤ rank(W). The stable rank is more stable than the rank
because it is largely unaffected by tiny singular values. More im-
portantly, it has recently been shown [19, Theorem 1] that the
generalization error of the neural network depends on the spectral
norm and the stable rank of the weight matrices of the network.
Specifically, it can be shown that the generalization error is upper
bounded by O
(√∏L
j=1 | |Wj | |22
∑L
j=1 srank(Wj )/n
)
, where L is the
number of layers in the network. This upper bound suggests that a
smaller spectral norm (or smoother function mapping) and smaller
stable rank lead to better generalization. We note that this upper
bound depends on the product of the square of the spectral norms of
all the layers, therefore, a smaller spectral norm is highly desirable.
We can compare the spectral norm and generalization bound of
Sw-dae with the corresponding Fc-dae compare which is identical
to Sw-dae in every respect except the fact that Fc-dae does not
have the item group structure. In Figure 4 (a) we plot the spectral
norm of weight matrix for the encoder for Sw-dae and Fc-dae7 on
the ML20M dataset. We see that Sw-dae has a much lower spectral
norm then Fc-dae throughout the training. In Figure 4 (b) we plot
the generalization error upper bound for both Sw-dae and Fc-dae
and again we see that Sw-dae has amuch lower generalization error
upper bound. We also note that, unlike Fc-dae , by the end of the
100-th epoch the spectral norm and generalization error stabilize
for Sw-dae . Therefore, as expected, in Figure 4 (c) we see that as
the training progresses Sw-dae has a much better validation NDCG
even though the training error is higher than Fc-dae . Consequently,
the effect of introducing the item group structure is the reduction
of the spectral norm of network weight matrices and this results in
better generalization.
5.6 Other Methods of Structure Learning
Pruning the network connections after training followed by retrain-
ing is one popular way of learning the connectivity structure. In
Table 4 we show the behavior of the pruning method (Fc-prune) on
the ML20M dataset. We used the best FC model based on validation,
pruned it following [5] and then retrained it. As we prune more con-
nections, the network becomes sparser, however, its performance
7Similar results are observed for the decoder and on other datasets.
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Table 4: The best FC architecture was chosen for pruning.
The reported results are on the ML20M data. Prune-90 has
the same sparsity level of 10% as Sw-dae but Sw-dae per-
forms much better.
Method NDCG@100 Recall@20 Recall@50
Sw-dae 0.442 0.410 0.549
Fc-Prune-90 0.415 0.385 0.521
Fc-Prune-80 0.424 0.392 0.531
Fc-Prune-70 0.427 0.395 0.531
Fc-Prune-60 0.431 0.399 0.534
Fc-Prune-50 0.430 0.399 0.535
Table 5: The best FC architecture onML20M dataset was cho-
sen for regularization. Sw-dae outperforms the sparsely ac-
tivated regularized versions of DAE.
Method NDCG@100 Recall@20 Recall@50
Sw-dae 0.442 0.410 0.549
Fc-reg λ1 = 10−5 0.429 0.396 0.533
Fc-reg λ1 = 10−4 0.430 0.398 0.534
Fc-reg λ1 = 10−3 0.431 0.399 0.535
Fc-reg λ1 = 10−2 0.425 0.395 0.533
Fc-reg λ1 = 10−1 0.376 0.343 0.476
Table 6: The comparison of the running time of the compo-
nents of two item grouping methods (Algorithm 1 & 2) in
seconds along with their respective accuracies.
ML20M Spectrum K-means Total Recall@50 NDCG@100
Algorithm 1 155 sec. 528.6 sec. 683.6 sec. 0.549 0.442
Algorithm 2 41.3 sec. 833.1 sec. 874.4 sec. 0.545 0.441
Netflix
Algorithm 1 238.5 sec. 1591.1 sec. 1829.6 sec. 0.458 0.404
Algorithm 2 176.8 sec. 400.9 sec. 577.7 sec. 0.457 0.403
MSD
Algorithm 1 1229.8 sec. 1068.9 sec. 2298.7 sec. 0.416 0.372
Algorithm 2 273.5 sec. 1267.8 sec. 1541.3 sec. 0.414 0.371
also drops. Prune-90 has the same 10% sparsity level as Sw-dae,
but its performance is much lower than Sw-dae.
We can also make the activation of the hidden layer sparse by
introducing a ℓ1 penalty (λ1) on the activation of the hidden layer.
Again we use the best Fc-dae based on the validation performance
for the experiments and compare its performance with Sw-dae.
Table 5 shows this comparison on the ML20M dataset. Sw-dae is
considerably better than any regularized model. We can see that
too little or too much regularization are both undesirable and there
exists an optimal level in-between (around λ1 = 10−3) that gives
the best performance.
5.7 Analysis of Item Grouping
Table 6 shows the comparison of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in
terms of the running time and the recommendation performance.
We see that both the algorithms are reasonably fast even on the
lager Netflix and MSD datasets. Also, Algorithm 2 is faster on all
datasets in getting the top F eigenvectors due to operating on the
more sparse matrix X directly. We also see that the time taken by
K-means to cluster the projected items is not a lot. This is due to
the items being F -dimensional vectors where F is small. As a result,
both the algorithms scale well to large and sparse data. Finally,
we note that, as expected, Algorithm 1 provides better accuracy
Table 7: Sw-dae outperforms the state-of-the-art Mult-
dae/vae in the cold-start scenario on the ML20M dataset.
Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@100
Sw-dae 0.460 0.619 0.343
Mult-vae 0.456 0.617 0.337
Mult-dae 0.448 0.614 0.328
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Figure 6: Effect of sparsity on validation and test
NDCG@100 on ML20M dataset. X-axis denotes the sparsity
level: higher means more dense.
on all three datasets due to discounting for item popularity by
normalizing the Laplacian of Equation 1.
5.8 Cold Start
We compare the performance of Sw-dae in the cold-start scenario
with Mult-dae/vae as they represent the best two baselines. As
before we first sample the test users and then we randomly sample
80% of the events (fold-in set) of the test users for learning their
representations and use the remaining 20% events of the test users
for testing. From the test users, we select the cold-start users based
on their activity in the fold-in set. The activity is defined by the
number of events of each user in the fold-in set. Testing is then done
only on these cold-start users. Table 7 shows this comparison for
the ML20M dataset. Consistent with [16] we find thatMulti-vae
performs better thanMulti-dae for the user cold-start. However,
we see that Sw-dae outperformsMulti-vae. We conjecture that
the addition of cluster structure acts as an additional source of
information that enables better performance when the user data is
scarce. A similar trend is observed on the other datasets.
5.9 Effect of Sparsity: R/K
In our experiments, we set the sparsity level to 10% i.e., R/K = 0.1
for all the datasets. In this section we empirically investigate the
effect of the sparsity level (R/K) on the performance of Sw-dae.
Figure 6 shows the effect of the sparsity level on the validation and
test NDCG@100 on ML20M and similar trends were observed for
other datasets. The x-axis denotes the sparsity level where larger
values denote a more dense network. We can see that the best
validation performance was obtained for 10% and 20% sparsity.
Based on this the 10% sparsity was chosen for the experiments in
the paper. We also note that very sparse and very dense networks
both lead to unsatisfactory performance and there exist optimal
values of sparsity between 10% and 20%.
Figure 7 shows the effect of sparsity on the test Recall@20 and
test Recall@50.We observe a similar trend as the NDCG@100 graph.
There exists an optimal level of sparsity between 10% and 20% that
gives the best performance.
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Figure 7: Effect of sparsity on test Recall@20 and Recall@50
on ML20M dataset.
Table 8: Sw-dae detects a variety of related items. Below we
see four sample neurons that detect documentary, horror,
drama, and children genres on the ML20M dataset.
Neuron ID Top three genres
2785 Documentary(35%), Drama(39%), Comedy(32%)
691 Horror(73%), Thriller(37%), Sci-fi(17%)
1247 Drama(88%), Crime (25%), Action (25%)
387 Children(42%), Comedy(44%), Drama(30%)
5.10 Qualitative Analysis
We also examine the resulting Sw-dae structure qualitatively. For
this, we obtained the genre information of eachmovie in theML20M
dataset from IMDB. In Table 8 we show four sample neurons where
each neuron represents an overlapping cluster. The top three genres
for each overlapping cluster are shown along with the percentage
of movies in the cluster that possess this genre. Each movie can
possess more than one genre. We see that neuron 691 primarily
detects the genres associated with horror i.e., horror-thriller-scifi
movies, similarly, other neurons detect the documentary (neuron
2785), drama(neuron 1247) and children (neuron 387) genres. Thus,
the overlapping clusters can pick up related items.
In Figure 8 we pick the top 25 neurons possessing a specific
genre and then examine the other genres present in the overlap-
ping cluster represented by this genre. Specifically, we first select
the top 25 neurons with respect to the percentage of movies of a
specific genre present in them. Then for each of these neurons, we
calculate the percentage of other genres present. Figure 8 shows the
heat maps for three genres: musical, romance, and sci-fi. The y-axis
represents the neuron IDs and the x-axis represents the various
genres. The color denotes the degree to which a genre is present in
the corresponding cluster. We can see that the neurons possessing
the musical genre also possess a high percentage of comedy, drama,
children genres but do not possess the movies with mystery, west-
ern, noir genres. Similarly, the neurons that possess the romance
genres also possess movies with drama and comedy genres but
rarely possess the horror, mystery and war genres. Finally, the sci-fi
movies are generally not grouped with IMAX, musical and children
movies but are frequently grouped with thriller, horror, action, etc.
genres. This shows that the techniques employed for overlapping
clustering result in thematically similar overlapping clusters, and
movies with complementary genres are grouped together.
6 CONCLUSION
Existing autoencoders use fully-connected layers for making recom-
mendations. They fail to model the tendency of items to be related
Figure 8: We pick the top 25 neurons possessing a specific
genre and then examine the other genres present in the
overlapping cluster represented by this genre. The y-axis de-
notes the neuron ID and the x-axis denotes the other genres.
The color denotes the degree to which a genre belongs to a
cluster. We can see that the neurons possessing the musical
genre also possess a high percentage of comedy, drama, chil-
dren genres. Similarly, the neurons that possess the romance
genres also possess movies with drama and comedy genres
but rarely possess the horror, mystery and war genres.
to only a subset of all items. Rather they connect each neuron to all
items and rely on the network to automatically determine which
interactions to model. This becomes especially difficult when the
data is sparse. To overcome this we proposed the use to structure
learning to decide the connectivity pattern of the neurons. We
showed that existing structure learning methods can be adopted for
recommendation and they outperform the state-of-the-art methods.
We then presented a two-stage method that first fixes the structure
based on item groups and then trains only the required connections.
We conducted extensive experiments to show that our proposed
structure learning technique considerably outperforms the base-
lines, and also performs better in the cold-start scenario.We showed
that this improvement is due to having a smaller spectral norm
and a lower generalization error upper-bound. Moreover, consid-
erable improvements can be seen even when the same number of
flops/parameters are used as the baselines. We also showed that
the item grouping phase is fast and scalable for sparse data and the
learned overlapping clusters have thematically similar items.
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